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Abstract 

To improve the research productivity in bioinformatics study by using effective means of 

large scale data analysis, there are many obstacles that need to be overcome They are 

standardization of data collection and analysis, management of computing and storage 

resources, easiness of parallel programming, and efficiency of data analysis job execution, to 

name a few. Among these, easiness of parallel programming is a crucial factor that 

contributes to usability and efficiency of large scale data analysis.  

This paper describes a biologic data analysis platform based on cloud computing 

infrastructure. The platform provides an easy-to-use parallel data analysis environment, and 

ultimately enhances the productivity of bioinformatics research. 
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1. Introduction 

With increasing amount of public biologic data and emerging high performance cloud 

computing, bioinformatics researchers are now capable of analyzing massive amount of data 

for a relatively cheap price [1]. Bioinformatics researchers prepare data sets by collecting and 

compiling from various disparate data sources, and compose analysis pipelines that consist of 

published or in-house programs and library functions. They read the prepared data sets and 

execute the pipelines with the computing and storage resources on their own and from public 

cloud providers.  

In order to improve the research productivity by using effective analytical tools, there are 

so many obstacles that need to be overcome, such as time-consuming efforts of data 

collection and transformation, manual management of computing and storage resources, 

difficulty of parallel programming, and inefficiency of executing data analysis jobs. Among 

these, the difficulty of parallel programming is a crucial factor hampering a faster research.  

Bioinformatics researchers tend to analyze data using programs that are already published. 

For this reason, they continue to spend numerous months on transformation of legacy 

sequential programs into scalable parallel programs suitable to do high performance 

computing. The improvement of scalability of sequential programs is achieved by fully 

utilizing the configuration of high performance computing systems.  

For this, bioinformatics researchers study parallel programming techniques such as MPI 

[2], MapReduce [3], OpenMP [4] and Pthread [5] to develop and optimize the parallel 

scalable programs. At times, bioinformatics researchers hire professional developers to do it.  
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Nonetheless, newly developed legacy applications do not always meet the scalability. The 

speed of hardware development is faster than that of application program development. This 

kind of situation will always occur. There are two ways to solve this problem. If the scale of a 

problem to be solved is large, then optimized parallel programs need to be developed. In case 

of a relatively small problem, it is highly recommended that a data analysis platform based on 

virtual infrastructure is used.  

This paper describes a biologic data analysis platform (BioDAP) based on virtual 

infrastructure, in order to enhance the productivity of bioinformatics research and the 

usability of biologic data analysis programs. BioDAP consists of a biologic data management 

service environment and a biologic data analysis programming environment. The biologic 

data management system manages data types of gene sequences and protein-protein 

interaction networks. The biologic data analysis programming environment deals with 

designing biologic data analysis pipelines, collecting and integrating heterogeneous data 

sources, and managing function library. Purpose of the biologic data analysis programming 

environment is to make the development of biologic data analysis programs more effective 

and usable, and to ultimately increase research productivity. BioDAP is based on virtual 

infrastructure management system [6] developed by the experience of KISTI (Korea Institute 

of Science and Technology Information) and KOBIC (Korean Bioinformation Center). 

 

2. Requirements of BioDAP 

Bioinformaticians compose an analysis pipeline to handle biologic data from multiple data 

sources. An exemplary user scenario is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. User Scenario in Bioinformatics Research 
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When analyzing a massive amount of data according to the user scenario, the barrier 

that bioinformaticians can encounter is the fact that it takes much time to obtain the 

result from an idea or a problem. Some of the causes in this difficulty are explained 

below:  

•  Bioinformaticians themselves have to put excessive amount of effort for 

collecting and integrating data from multiple data sources. In other words, tasks such as 

collecting data from various data sources, reformatting, joining, aggregation, and 

storing them are all done manually 

•  As bioinformaticians develop programs individually, or hire professionals to 

develop programs, the applicability of the programs is limited to only certain types of 

data. This heterogeneous nature between programs caused by what types of data they 

deal with is an obstacle for composing a pipeline that is needed for analysis of data. 

Even if there is a good program, the interface is not standardized; therefore it is not 

simple to integrate the program with the pipeline.  

•  After bioinformaticians compose an analysis pipeline, they analyze data according 

to the pipeline. They execute the analysis pipeline in a step by step process, rather than 

executing the whole pipeline all at once. In other words, researchers assess an output of 

a step, and then decide to go back to the previous step, stop, or move on to the next 

step. They continue to analyze data until they finds something that is scientifically 

meaningful. It is required that all the output values in the middle of the pipeline are 

managed, and the provenances which represent the relationships between input and 

output data sets are also managed. 

•  Bioinformaticians use multi-core computing. This involves parallel programming 

that is based on parallel programming models like MPI, OpenMP, MapReduce, and 

Pthread. Theses parallel programming models are not easily util ized by bioinformatics 

researchers. Thus, parallelization of sequential programs is time consuming.  

These obstacles can be overcome through a data integration system, a pipeline composition 

tool based on workflow, an analysis pipeline execution engine, a data set and provenance 

management system, and a parallel programming environment that prioritizes the usability.  

 

3. Design of BioDAP 

In this section we describe the design of BioDAP to provide bioinformatics researchers 

with the usable and efficient analysis of biologic data from multiple data sources. To do 

this, BioDAP provides biologic data management service (BDBMS) environment and 

biologic data analysis programming (BDAP) environment on the top of parallel 

programming runtime system and virtual infrastructure management system. The 

architecture of BioDAP is shown in Figure 2. The BDBMS environment consists of data 

integration system, data set and provenance management system, and semantic mapping 

repository based on ontology. The BDAP consists of analysis pipeline composition tool, 

analysis function library, test data generator, debugger and analysis pipeline execution 

engine to enhance the programmability and traceability of parallel processing of 

biologic data. The parallel program runtime system, that supports MapReduce, OpenMP 

and MPI, hides the difficulty of creating and scheduling parallel tasks on virtual 

clusters. Virtual infrastructure management system creates and allocates an isolated 

cluster for each user’s job. Hence, BioDAP relieves bioinformaticians from the efforts 
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of data preparation, parallel programming, task scheduling, and so on involved in 

parallel processing of data analysis.  

 

 

Figure 2. Architecture of BioDAP 

3.1. Virtual Infrastructure 

There are two ways for resource scheduling to improve the physical resource 

utilization. One way is to provide a physical cluster that is required to execute an 

application using a fine grained scheduler like MESOS [7], without any virtualization. 

The other way is to make a virtual cluster that suits the application, using virtualization 

technology.  

The first way is done through assigning a part of cores in a node to a legacy 

application as many as it needs to be executed, and then assigning the remaining cores 

in a node to other applications. The latter is easier to implement, and it allows resource 

isolation among virtual clusters. Since the virtual clusters do not interfere with each 

other, application can be executed at a higher performance and fault -tolerance even in 

the case of partial failure of each node.  The only problem in virtual clusters is the fact 

that virtualization overhead can occur. On the other hand, fine grained scheduler causes 

no virtualization overhead. However, each node has to manage available number of 

cores in each node, and applications need to share resources at random. For this reason, 

development of fine grained scheduler is complicated and requires highly advanced 

system programming skills. Therefore, it is expensive and difficult to modify and 

customize the fine-grained scheduler. Hence, BioDAP is developed on the top of virtual 

infrastructure. 

 

3.2. Biologic Data Integration System 

Data integration system is able to collect specific data from various heterogeneous 

data sources. Data integration requires standardization of data format, data exchange 

protocol, vocabulary for controlling metadata, as pre-requisites. It also requires 

semantic mapping to integrate distributed data sources. For integration, construction of 

ontology-based mapping repository is essential.  
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3.3. Data Set and Provenance Management System 

Data sets produced from each step of a pipeline should be managed with its 

provenance. The provenance includes information about input data set, analysis 

programs, and output data set and its version. 

3.4. Data Analysis Programming Environment 

Data analysis programming environment needs to ensure that bioinformatics 

researchers have usability and efficiency in parallel programming, and ultimately 

enhance research productivity. Hence, data analysis programming environment supports 

researchers with designing, implementing, and testing of parallel programs through 

biologic data integration system, analysis pipeline composition tool, analysis pipeline 

execution engine, and data set and provenance management system.  

Conventionally, a data processing program is developed only after input data is 

refined and desired output is clearly defined. A developer starts to develop a program 

after he/she defines the data structure by browsing the data, and maps out required 

algorithm to get the desired result. However, when there is a situation where there is too 

much data, where data is not refined, or where it is impossible to pre-define or specify 

what valuable information is in the data, the way to developing programs is very far 

from the conventional method. A program evolves as data gets sampled, browsed, 

coded, and tested. Furthermore, in case of massive data analysis, it is difficult to define 

valuable information. Therefore, it is difficult to specify a processing logic to produce a 

desired output value. In this case, it is more appropriate to adopt an evolutionary 

method to develop analysis programs. Furthermore, the processing logic of a program 

would rather be expressed in a data flow style based on the flow of input and output 

data. Evolutionary development of data analysis programs needs to be supported with a 

data flow language based coding and test tools that include a data generator and a 

debugger.  

Analysis pipeline composition tool provides researchers with ways to easily building 

pipelines for problem solving. A script language such as Python [8] is commonly used, 

but Parallel Python [9] and Scala [10] will be used for parallel processing. Data flow 

language can compose data analysis pipelines, and it can also handle parallel processing 

based on data partitioning. A commonly used data flow language for massive data 

analysis is Pig Latin [11]. Pig dataflow engine compiles a Pig Latin program to a 

sequence of MapReduce jobs. For this reason, bioinformatics researchers can use Pig in 

order to develop a parallel program efficiently and easily.  The usability of the pipeline 

composition tool depends largely on the variety of library functions. Generally, 

statistical and mathematical models used commonly in bioinformatics research are 

reflected in R package [12].  

 

3.5. Analysis Pipeline Execution Engine 

Bioinformatics researchers store all the execution results from each step of the 

pipeline and present them. Users decide whether they will move forward, stop, or go 

back according to the result. In order to support the users in this process, a pipeline 

execution engine not only monitors the user’s pipeline execution, but also stores the 

execution results in different steps of the pipeline and sends them to the users. To serve  

this purpose, a pipeline execution engine interacts with data set and provenance 

management system and stores data, makes the data available for searching, controls 

access to provenance, and does version control.  
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4. Related Work 

BioDAP is similar to Google App Engine [13] and VMWare CloudFoundry [14] in 

terms of providing users with application programming environment and data 

management facility. However, the analysis pipeline execution engine and the biologic 

data set and provenance management system are the components specific to BioDAP.  

The pipeline execution engine has common features with scientific workflow [15, 16]. 

The difference between them is the fact that the pipeline execution engine traces 

repeated executions of a step and going a step forward or backward. To keep the results 

according to the execution flow of analysis pipeline, it is closely connected to the data 

set and provenance management system and stores the data sets with annotation and 

version control. 

The data set and provenance management is currently under development in SciDB 

project [11]. SciDB is a multi-dimensional array data management system that supports 

scientific analysis applications such as R. As multi-genome analysis is becoming 

essential for personalized medicine in near future, SciDB is a good option for data 

management system in BioDAP. 
 

5. Conclusions 

We described BioDAP based on virtual infrastructure, in order to enhance the 

productivity of bioinformatics study and the usability of developing biologic data 

analysis programs. BioDAP provide bioinformatics researchers with a biologic data 

management service environment and a biologic data analysis programming 

environment. The biologic data management system manages data types of gene 

sequences and interaction networks. The biologic data analysis programming 

environment deals with designing pipelines for biologic data analysis, collection and 

integration of input data sets from heterogeneous disparate data sources, and 

management of functions library. BioDAP is based on virtual infrastructure 

management system developed by KISTI. BioDAP described in this paper contributes 

the programmability of pipelines for biologic data analysis and ultimately increase the 

productivity of bioinformatics research.  

The data set and provenance management is currently under development in SciDB 

project [11]. SciDB is a multi-dimensional array data management system that supports 

scientific analysis applications such as R. As multi-genome analysis is becoming 

essential for personalized medicine in near future, SciDB is a good option for data 

management system in BioDAP. 
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